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Participate in the IEC Future Leaders Industry Forum
sponsored by Siemens, a Market Strategy Board (MSB) Member, on 26-27 March 2018, in Munich, Germany.
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We are pleased to announce the IEC Future Leaders
Industry Forum, a next level initiative for IEC YPs who
want to get more involved in IEC work and contribute to
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The objective of the Forum is to bring together a group
of Future Leaders who have already attended the IEC YP
workshop to discuss the following aspects on Security in
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What to expect:
The Forum will start in the afternoon of 26 March with an
optional industry visit at Siemens, followed by a welcome
reception in the evening. The next day will be a full working day to discuss the different aspects of the Forum’s
theme, which will also be the basis for the technology
insight paper.
Preparatory information and questions will be given to the
participants before the Forum to prepare the discussions.
The participants will also be asked to give their comments
and feedback on the technology insight paper once it has
been developed.
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•

Network with top experts in Security in Smart
Infrastructures
An opportunity to influence the future of IEC
standardization and conformity assessment work
through the paper’s recommendations
Learn more about IEC work ongoing in your
specific field
Generate exposure for you and your company
within the IEC Community, your names will figure
in the paper
Open a direct feed for you into the CAB, SMB
and MSB
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